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OVERVIEW

Collect rich and complex data from community dialogues, analyze and make sense of
that data? 
Engage researchers and community leaders to exchange knowledge and learn
together? 
Design outputs of sensemaking in a participatory way? 

We start by inviting people into a dialogue with each other through the carefully
designed prompts in the conversation guide; 
We move to engage in deep listening of these conversations to surface participants’
stories and experiences; 
We then thematically tag these experiences to identify trends and patterns using
custom-designed Insights tools; 
We design sensemaking outputs for communities, policy-makers, journalists, and
decision-makers.

How might we…

These are some of the questions that guide our analysis that builds on community-powered
understanding and using custom-designed Insights tools. We see our sensemaking process
as the invisible thread that weaves together all different phases of this initiative: 

CONVERSATIONS

Real Talk for Change invited trusted community leaders to facilitate conversations with their
communities who are often underheard. For the pilot phase of the program, community
leaders facilitated over 60 small group conversations with residents across the city. They
invited community members from their local networks to join a facilitated conversation with
4-8 participants (in-person or on Zoom). 

Ιn these conversations, we invited community members to share: “What is your question
about the future of Boston and your place in that future? What experience led you to that
question?” These prompts serve as starting points for participants to share hopes, concerns,
and lived experiences and engage with each other in identifying common hopes and
concerns. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AZJCAiq1nn7JJiv6sfuekGRxxz1DkuNi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AZJCAiq1nn7JJiv6sfuekGRxxz1DkuNi/view?usp=sharing


As a project that seeks to uplift the voices of Boston’s most underheard neighbors, Real
Talk for Change pursued a recruitment strategy that prioritized some of the most
marginalized communities. The team focused on recruiting neighbors living in Roxbury and
Dorchester, relying heavily on the robust social networks of its community partners and
facilitators. Many of the facilitators are well-known leaders in these marginalized
communities and have uplifted the voices of neighbors across different contexts, from civic
groups to community-based and grassroots organizations.

LISTEN

After the facilitated conversations were hosted and recorded, they got uploaded on Local
Voices Network and became part of a community-protected and community-owned
collection. We start by listening deeply to all conversations and immerse ourselves into the
conversation collection. As we listen, we systematically identify the questions and
experiences that participants shared in the facilitated conversations. 

Community members, community leaders, and researchers come together and engage in a
rigorous process of gaining a deep understanding of people’s lived experiences as shared
in the facilitated conversations. We collaboratively work together and build on each other’s
knowledge, expertise, and skills to learn from one another and share nuanced insights into
the experiences we are listening to. 

ANALYZE

“What does this text mean to me?”, to then move to 
“What does this text mean to us collectively?” and ultimately to 
“What does this text mean in the context of the communities we engaged in these
conversations?”

To thematically analyze the conversations, we generated a designated codebook following
a multi-step iterative process. The codebook captured capturing 9 themes and 41
subthemes and served as a comprehensive map of themes expressed in the conversation
transcripts and helped us navigate the complexity of the data. We started this process by
asking ourselves: 

https://app.lvn.org/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KhPme7Uvn_0RGlEojhEnKxC21p_9Uann/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1pEAAqJkhEQ_XvlksFTNhTxRJFeK5j4q9_SogyKcJzdQ/edit?usp=sharing


TOOLS

Beyond people-power alone, this project is supported and heightened with the help of
different tools. Our process is designed to be supported and enabled by the unique
collaboration between old, ancient, human technologies like facilitation, dialogue, and active
listening with new, computer-enabled technology that allows us to analyze the transcribed
conversations systematically and at scale. This unique collaboration allows for the depth
and richness that comes from human technologies, with the scale, replicability, memory,
and transparency of new tech. 

Examples of the use of our custom-designed Insights tool



SYNTHESIZE

The main output of our sensemaking process is a public-facing conversation portal including
a series of thematic summaries on each theme and subtheme level and are informed by the
structure of our codebook. The goal of those summaries is to help users understand
important trends in the kinds of questions and experiences that participants offer.
Summaries lead and showcase the voices of people who lent their experiences to RTFC;
reflect the tone and flavor of conversations; and communicate the most prevalent
experiences that emerge across conversations. 

Examples of the Conversation Portal






